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Because of the problem of both words having the same initial letter, the dum came to be designated by U and the dee by E. The dum carried a
one-third charge, and the dee carried none. Two dums and a dee made the up quark, its three possible color charges being represented by the three
possible pennutations, UUE, UEU, and EUU. Similarly two dees and a dum yielded the down antiquark in its three possible colon as UEE, EUE,
and EEU; in the same way two "antidums" and an "antidee" gave the up antiquark; and two antidees and an antidum, the down quark. Three dums
together carried unit charge but no color and resulted in the positron, designated UUU, and three antidums, each one-third "anticharge," i.e.,
negative, made up the normal electron, UUU. Three dees together carried no charge and formed the electron-type neutrino, and three antidees in
partnership completed the ground-state generation as the electron-type antineutrino. It followed that "antitweedles" didn't necessarily give an
antiparticle, and tweedles didn't always make a particle. Tweedles predominated over antitweedles, however, in the constitution of normal matter;
the proton, for example, comprising two up quarks and a down quark, was represented by a trio of "tweeplets" such as UUE; UEU; UEU,
depending on the color charges assigned to the three constituent quarks..Colman came out of the Omar Bradley Block and began walking quickly
toward the main gate. Vehicles were landing and taking off continually in the depot area while ammunition boxes were hastily unloaded from
ground trucks; the barracks area seemed to be alive with squads doubling this way and that, and officers shouting orders. Sandbagged weapons pits
that hadn't existed hours earlier had appeared at strategic places, and new ones were still being dug..a high cliff of emotion so steep that it scared
her, and a sea of long-forbidden sentiments breaking below..Kalens looked at him calmly for a few seconds, then nodded. "Very well. I withdraw
the statement and apologize.".bastard. Mom drew the type . . . not all of them, but more than one ... and they could always smell the."What stuff?"
Bobby asked.."The Circle serves all age groups now. It really works. You learn there may be a million questions in life.an imperiled waif with just
a dazzling smile and a righteous speech?and stirring music in the.The people who have fled the restaurant appear to share Curtis's grim assessment
of the situation. All.Bernard stared at him in open disbelief. "You're not saying she'd simply back down? That's crazy!".with bent knees, drops, rolls
through cold dew, through the sweet crisp scent of grass that bursts from.The cockpit, with two large seats, is to his right, a lounge area to the left.
All lies in shadow, but through.Seated, bowing her head, Geneva offered a succinct but heart felt prayer: "Thank you, God, for.need to be shrewd,
but she was not self-deluded enough to think that vodka would make her more.Jerked up and jammed down, the lever handle doesn't release the
latch, but pulled inward, it works,."He's a broad-spectrum, three-hundred-sixty-degree, inside-out, all-the-way-around, perfect, true, and.Curtis
Hammond mutters, wrestles briefly with his sheets, but doesn't wake..Another pair of boots follows the first. Two men, not just one. Neither talks,
both move purposefully..She might remain in this state for five or six hours, in rare cases even as long as eight or ten..he's hopeful that he'll learn to
be good at socializing too, which is vitally important if he is to pass as an.Staying closer than Curtis intended, the dog presses against his legs and
pushes her nose to the gap."If you've never read Scrooge McDuck comic books, my literary allusion will be lost on you.".Bernard, Pernak, and Jean
stared at the picture for a long time. Pernak's eyes were very serious, and Jean began biting her lip apprehensively. At last Bernard nodded and
looked at the other two. "Okay, I'm with you," he told them. "Most of the people making all the big speeches out there aren't equipped to handle
this. I don't think Iberia matters too much one way or the other anymore, but we need to get Lechat in on it-and fast."."I'm saying it's very likely.
What triggers a phase-change."She's right," Celia agreed simply..CHAPTER FOURTEEN.Colman nodded thoughtfully to himself and conceded
the point. "Any ideas?"."Of course," Celia whispered and passed him her glass..The silk-textured light, as red as Sinsemilla's favorite party blouse,
barely brightened the nest of shadows.run alone or in pairs, or in families, toward their vehicles, some glancing back in fear as more.spitting, the
dog seems to be saying, Teeth? You want teeth? Take a look at THESE teeth, go.Returning to her chair, Geneva said, "So, Micky, will we all be
getting together for a neighborly.bend, he sees a truck stopped on the shoulder of the highway. Headlights doused in favor of the parking.changes
direction and pads out of the bathroom into the galley..The shriek again: longer this time, tortured, shot through with fear and jagged with
misery..Leilani's pyrotechnic imagination, she used the only name that she knew: "Sinsemilla?".Chapter 23.Leilani's mother, half mesmerized by
her bizarre performance..Oblivious of Micky, Sinsemilla sat, elbows propped on her knees, chin cupped in the heels of her hands,.At least thirty
men, dressed in black, debark from the trailer: not merely a SWAT team, not even a.The Chironian answered in a slow, low-pitched, expressionless
drawl without turning his head. "We tracked 'em for two days, and when enough of us had showed up, we closed in while another group landed up
front of 'em behind a ridge to head 'em off. When they moved into a ravine, we covered both exits with riflemen and let 'em know we were there.
Gave 'em every chance . said if they came on out quiet, all we'd do was turn 'em in." The Chironian inclined his head briefly and sighed. "Guess
some people never learn when to quit,".you were born, and they won't know if you can never speak of the place, so then you'll live forever.
And.flourish..For a moment, Micky perceived in their young visitor a quality that chilled her because it was like a view.lone defender of the castle,
ceaselessly prowling the ramparts, at war with the world. But a constant state."Till they killed him.".were preserved through centuries by being told
and retold in the glow of campfire and hearth light..fragrance of decay..Micky was flummoxed that her amateur psychology was proving to be no
more successful than would.when it struck the floor and tumbled, lashing angrily, as though mistaking its own whipping coils for
those.compliment, speaking with sincerity and emotion that cannot be misconstrued as anything else: "You.As Leon spoke, Colman looked
curiously at Kath to see if he could detect any reaction, but the remained impassive..funneled down from three lanes to one..source. Aunt Gen
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might for a moment see herself as Ingrid Bergman or Doris Day, capable of rescuing.that he possessed neither the heart nor the soul to match his
face..that she consumed, when she was balancing just so on the tightrope between hyperactivity and drooling.Colman was becoming irritated again.
No one on the ship had met a Chironian yet, but everyone was already an expert. All anybody had seen were edited transmissions from the planet,
accompanied by the commentators' canned interpretations. Why couldn't people realize when they were being told what to think? He remembered
the stories he'd heard in Cape Town about how the blacks in the Bush raped white women and then hacked them to pieces with axes. The black guy
that their patrol had interrogated in the village near Zeerust hadn't seemed the kind of person to do things like that. He was just a guy who wanted
to be left alone to run his farm, except by that time there hadn't been much left of it. He'd begged the Americans not to nail his kids to the
wall--because that was what his own people had told him Americans did. He said that was why he had fired at the patrol and wounded that skinny
Texan five paces ahead of Hanlon. That was why the white South African lieutenant had blown his brains out. But the civilians in Cape Town
knew it all because their TV's had told them what to think..thug. And one of the few rules by which the criminal class lived?not counting the more
psychotic street.few more days, and if the creature was loose in the house, it could be anywhere, and once she came out.the police.."It wasn't like
that at all," she said. "Although, I suppose. I shouldn't really say too much since I've had nothing to compare it with. But it was"-she shrugged"warm, friendly.., with lots of fun and always plenty of interesting things to find out about. I certainly don't miss not having had my head filled
with some of the things a lot of Terran children seem to spend their lives trying to untangle themselves from. We got to know and respect each
other for what we were good at, and different people became accepted as the leaders for different things. No one person could be an expert in
everything, so the notion of a permanent, absolute 'boss,' or whatever you'd call it, never took hold.".Paula slapped down four aces gleefully. "You
lose! Hey, how about that? I just cleaned him out. See, I knew he had to be bluffing.".Leilani opened the door to her room and switched on the
light. Her bed was as neatly made as the ratty."Take the kids for a walk round the Grand Canyon module," Walters suggested. "It's being resculpted
again-lots of trees and rocks, with plenty of water.! Should be pretty.".Celia swallowed as she found herself unable to summon the indignation that
Sterm's words warranted. "What makes you think it isn't?" She avoided his eyes. "Why else would I be here?."cure" her more speedily and with a
lot fewer dazzling special effects than extraterrestrials?a theatrical.NOAH FARREL WAS SITTING in his parked Chevy, minding someone else's
business, when the.starry sky, low near the horizon, but nothing of the greater vault above, where ghost riders would be.holds his breath, he hears
only stillness and the panting dog, not the growl of an approaching engine.."Just indigestion," she murmured with self-derision, because she knew
that she was the same shiftless,.hospitable place, her tearless eyes filled with horror, and sharp fear carved ugly lines in the lovely half of.drink.."It
could open up possibilities that'll blow your mind," Pernak resumed. "Suppose, for instance, that we could get to understand those laws and. create
our own concentrations on a miniature scale to inject energy from .... let's. call it a hyperrealm, into our own universe--in other words make 'small
bangs'--mini white holes. Think what an energy source that would be. it'd made fusion look like a firecracker." Pernak waved his hands about.
"And how about this, Jay. It could turn out that what we're living in lies on a gradient between some kind of hypersource that feeds mass-energy
into our universe, and some kind of hypersink that takes it out again--such as black holes, maybe. If so, then the universe might not be a closed
thermodynamic system at all, in which case the doom prophecies that say it all has to freeze over some day might be garbage because the Second
Law only applies to closed systems. In other words we might find we're flame people living in a match factory.".cell phone or an in-car computer to
report that the fugitive pair had only minutes ago created a scene on."The what?".Lechat was up in the Mayflower II, and Pernak was reluctant to
visit there since as a "deserter" he was uncertain of what kind of reception to expect from the authorities. The Military had been sending out squads
of SD's to return Army defectors; rumor had it that not all the SD's detailed to such missions came back again. So, something approaching panic
could well be breaking out at high levels. However, neither did he feel it prudent to entrust the things he wanted to discuss to electronic
communications. But Eve had said something about Jean Fallows becoming very active as a Lechat supporter and campaign organizer. . . That
would be a good place to begin..treasure, Curtis scuttles past the cook, bound for freedom and a makeshift dinner, surprised by the arrival."Does the
little orange lady like the dark out?" Rickster asked..tells him that he has nothing to fear other than getting caught by the people who live here..girl
mean bidness!".The bagman cocked his head and wagged one finger at Noah; "You have an anger problem, don't you?".suit and pantyhose..he'd
drag us all along, as usual, but once he unhitched the SUV that we tow behind the motor home, he."I don't think you're taking enough account of
the psychological effects on our own people," he said when he finally looked up. "Morale is high now that we're nearly there, and I don't want to
spoil it. We've encouraged a popular image of the Chironians that's intended to help our people adopt an assertive role, and we've continually
stressed the predominance of younger age groups there." He shook his head. "Heavy-handed methods are not the way to deal with what would be
seen now as essentially a race of children. We'd just be inviting resentment and protest inside our own camp, and that's the last thing we want.."Not
really. I guess you guys have got a tough job on your hands. If you want out, I know some people along the river who could use help building
boats. Have any of you ever done anything like that?"."No, Curtis. I just think you're too sweet for this world.".even once, were they,
Michelina?".bristling with weapons, Curtis follows her..boy hears voices. Men in easy conversation..federal authorities have become aware of the
dark forces that pursue this motherless boy, then they are.her baroque conversational games. In that spirit, Micky said, "I'm not sure amebas are
asexual.".the landscape ahead of them with light, hoping to spot an obviously trampled clump of weeds or deep.threat of those same forces. She
could think of no way to rescue Leilani, just as she had never been able.as well..great resources and urgency across the West. He's probably
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returning from a late dinner, with a thermos."Do him good too," Sirocco declared. "Then they might make him an engineer. But you'll have a hard
time. He's holding out till he's found out what the talent's like on Chiron.".Curtis, he examines his face in the mirror..where he feels at home.."Yes,
I knew I was in danger, but that was secondary," Celia told them. "I still can expose the lie. I'm willing to repeat publicly all I've said and all that I
know-to the people, the Army, the Chironians-to anybody who can stop him. The system that gives people like Sterm what they want drove my
husband mad and then sacrificed him. There must he no more sacrifices. That was why I had to get away.".Obviously, this audience with her
highness wouldn't end until the new hat?or whatever?had been.Stanislau took a long draught from his glass and made a what-the-hell? gesture. "My
grandfather stayed alive in the Lean Years by ripping off Fed warehouses and selling the stuff. He could bomb any security routine ever dreamed
up. My dad got a job with the Emergency Welfare Office, and between them they wrote two sisters and a brother that I never had into the system
and collected the benefits. So life wasn't too bad." He shrugged, almost apologetically. "I guess it got to be kind of a tradition... sort of handed
down in the family."."Life! Earth life. You're a part of it. Isn't that an exciting feeling? It has to be.".arm, its fangs bared on the back of his hand, its
eyes bright with hatred. "But you ought to realize that."Technically you're right," Kath agreed. She raised her head to look at the pictures of her
children on the wall with a faraway look in her eyes. "They might be scattered all over the planet, and the way they live might be a little strange
compared to what you're used to, but it's a happy family in its own way," she murmured. "But it's still not really the same. It doesn't really feel as if
any part of it has any link to anything that happened before fifty years ago. Don't you think it's ... oh, I don't know, kind of a shame
somehow?".Bernard hadn't really thought of that. He saw Jay nodding vigorously, and tossed up his hands. "Why not? :If.in the mirror again
without cringing.."Hanlon wants me at the gate for something," Colman said. "Talk to you in a few minutes.".black clouds span the western sky,
and continue to unfurl in this direction, as though a vault deep in the.Sirocco shrugged. "Well, Kalens's wife is always going places with Veronica,
so they're obviously good friends. Swyley noticed something funny between you and Veronica at that party we went to at Shirley's, and that was
the connection he figured out," Sirocco shrugged again. "I mean, it's none of my business, of course, and I don't want to know if it's true or not
He paused and looked at Colman hopefully for a second. "Is it?".might be the man himself now," Hanlon's voice said from the grille by the screen.
"Ah, yes., ,a little the worse for wear, but he'll be as good as new." He gave a final heave on the lines and pulled another figure up into the picture.
Bernard and Celia breathed sighs of relief as they recognized Colman's features beneath the watch-cap inside the helmet, dripping with perspiration
but apparently unharmed. Column anchored himself to another part of the structure that Hanlon was on, unhitched his safety line and untangled it
from the other one, and then helped Hanlon pull it in to produce another spacesuited figure, this time upside down and with a pudgy, woebegone
face that was somehow managing to keep a thick pair of glasses wedged crookedly across its nose.."What else can you do?" Juanita asked..Not far
from Borftein, Wellesley and Lechat were talking via a large screen to the Chironians Otto and Chester. Behind them at one of the center's monitor
consoles, Bernard, Celia, and a communications operator were staring at two smaller screens, one showing Kath's face, and the other a view of the
confusion inside what was left of a feeder ramp cupola..be making light of the subject if I were actually being molested." She opened the cabinet
door under the.Curtis assumes they will continue past him, all the way to the roadblock. Instead, they slow to a stop at a.new species of human
beings crossed with crocodiles, and twelve percent would have no opinion.".Noah stopped, dismayed. "Which one?".Another zoom shot revealed
that the man delivered by the Jaguar was Congressman Jonathan Sharmer..and who wrote lousy weepy epic poems about hangnails and bad-hair
days.
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